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fìcia|. So, the exquisite
incomprehensible''we use all
of machines whose inner workings most people accept as
we sincerely believe that the machine
these artificial machines with confidence because
on earth who really does know how
does what it claims to do, and that there is someone
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the machine works and others who reaþ do know how
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there may even be still in existence the human designers
the animate, is indeed touching'
Our faith in the constancy of the inanimate compared to

.W.espendevenlesstimeworryingabouttheinnerworkingsoftheinstrumentsand
use them throughout our lives'These
machines we encounter in nature, although we too
exploit the working of devices
natural machines, which are found through all of biology,
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be as small as a macromolecule or as large as an elephant'

whose dimensions may
systems - cars' telephones'
to think of natural systems in the same way as we do artifìcial
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Aided Design - systems)
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do when we
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for a secular science and even the
design an artilìcial machine.This is an awkward thought

things are artificial' for natllfe
few who believe, as the poet Robert Browning did, that'a11
intervention to explain the inner workings
is the art of God" are unlikely to wait for divine
of cells, organs or organlsms.
and admire the bulbs thrusting
when,uve wander out into the garden in early spring
warmth, we give little thought
their tumescent stalks through the soil, seeking the sun and
and selÊassemble and evolve
ro the singular abiliry of biological systems to selÊreplicate
our own existence' that each
without the intervention of the designer.This awkward fact of
lengthy process of dependent
of us only gasps earth's air as an autonomolls agent after a
not asked to add one mark to our
development during which, curiously, our parents wele
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before they reach their
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final stations and began to differentiate into their recognizable adult forms. And who was
the chaperon who introduced each neuron to each of their many life-partners, who told
them how firm their handshake with each partner was to be? This process, silent, invisible,
yet imrnaculate in conception, seems to have been carried out by the micromachinery
embedded in the organism itself, for we see no visible scaffolding, no architect, no master
builder. But can we reaþ believe that the child knows how to build itself in a wey that it
resembles all other children ever born, yet has never ever seen?

A design without designer, seems to violate basic principles of making anything.Yet
this paradox of evolution has produced not simply the breathtaking magic that is the single cell, but has produced something as astonishingly wonderful as the the network of the
brain, imagined by the English neurophysiologist Charles Sherrington as,'an enchanted
loom, where millions of flashing spindles weave a dissolving pattern'.What is it about these
biological processes that allow such unbelievable competence at do-it-yourself (DIY) construction? The answer probably lies in the interaction of two processes: one that grows
complexity and the other that uses Darwinian selection to prune away branches that have
grown in ways that are ill-adapted to the prevailing environment.

It is here that we begin to discern more clearþ the diflerence between the constructivist method and DIY. Those wonder l pieces of equipment that we use daily - the
refrigerator, trarn,and telephone, are inherentþ fragile and depend on a vast infrastructure
to permit them to operate.As objects they are difficult to construct to the tolerances necessary to make them functional, and they are easily broken. The earliest artiûcial machines
were very individual in their design and construction, probably being built entirely by one
individual. But as our production methods have become more sophisticated and automated, our machines have become more modular and hierarchical in design and construction.These methods produce Swiss watches, Smart cars and even Space Shuttles (of course
not all'Made in Switzerland'), but it is all to clear that in all these cases, that the principles
involved are not those that are easily applied to natural engineering. Fluman intelligence in
each case, has to provide the key ingredient that makes these artificial machines work and
be useful.

Biological processes differ from those of artificiaþ engineered systems in many
ways, perhaps most obviously in being adaptive. They do not fail catastrophically, instead
they show a graceful degradation as individual components are damaged or destroyed.
They can compensate for losses by increasing production of components elsewhere and
when that is not possible, other strategies of problem-solving are tried.

The nervous systems of animals are e case in point.They seem to contain belts and
braces and a few other redundancies to yet to be discovered, which allow the nervous
system co avoid embarrassment when chailenged with new situations. Does this imply that

biology has discovered a more flexible organization for construction than the sequential,
modular, hierarchical design and construction methods we have developed for artificial
systems?'W'hen it comes to it, how do we speci$r in engineering terms what it means to be

If one engine fails on anaucraft,who adapts to che changed circumstances,the
aucraft or the pilot?'We have designed our machines to be extensions of ourselves and
while we try to make some of them'fail-safe', we have generally neglected to make them
'adaptive'?

intelligent or adaptive, because those are the ingredients we supply, usually unconsciously.
It is why we refer to human actions that seem involuntary or repetitive, as'machine-like',

or adaptabiliry. It is the human operators who find the workarounds when machines go wrong, not the machine. It is the reeson why humans, not
robots, drive cars, fly arrcraft and build space statlons.
i.e. without intelligence

Flumans stand out from all other animals for two particular qualities. One is their
use of language and the other is their use of tools.That other animals, including other

pri-

But it is clear also that this communication cannot really be called language. Even performances of communication by other species look
rudimentary in comparison to the richness of human language, where an infinite number
of unique utterances are possible and where the torrent of new words never ceases.
Language shares with biological systems the properties of being adaptable and self constructing, which is not necessarily true of animal communication. Bees, while famous for
their energetic dances, use their dances to cornÍrunicate only limited information: where,
what, and how much? Their communication is simply that, communication, not a language. Similarþ while it is clear that animals other than humans do make and use tools,
their toois are rudimentary, usualiy consisting ofjust one element. For example, amongst
brrds, the crow family excel in tool use, but the tools they construct are simple, consiscing
typically of one pert (e.g. a bent wire), and are usually a meens to acquiring or preparing
food, as indeed were the early hominim stone tools.
mâtes, can communicate, is well accepted.

'We

generally define machines as consisting of a number of interacting parts. Our

ancestor, Flomo habilis ('Handy man') first started making tools

in the Olduvai Gorge 2.6

million years ago, but it is only relatively recently - perhaps in the last 100000 years that
hominims have constructed multipart machines. Clearly, even species with high intelligence have dilficulry in constructing machines. Biology by contrast, constructs machines
with ease and at multiple scales, from the nanoscale machines like ion gates and pumps
embedded in membranes to huge organisms like the Blue'Whale.'What indeed, as Sydney
Brenner has asked, is the 'grammar' of biological systems that allows such sophisticated

designs to be achieved through selÊconstruction? The Spanish neuroanatomist Ramon

y

Cajal wondered much the same when he saw down his microscope the myriad connections formed by millions of nerve cells: ''What mysterious forces precede the appearances
of these fneural] processes? Promote their growth and ramification? And fi""lly establish
those protoplasmic kisses which seem to constitute the final ecstasy of an epic love story?'

if this

not remarkable enough, the result of these processes
produce the state we call consciousness. Can we ever hope to understand how it is that the
assemblage of atoms we call humans come to have this astonishing quality? This question
of the relation of spirit, or mind, to the physical matter of the universe has occupied philosophers for centuries and any serious answer we could contrive in a few lines would be
hopelessly inadequate: it is one of the most demanding questions facing neuroscientists in
the 21st Century. One particularþ controversial point is whethe assemblages of molecules
can ever be responsible for'mind'?
As

self-assembly were

Interestingly, this question of the origin of consciousness bears a close resemblance

to another question,'what is life ?'which was asked by the physicist Erwin Schrödinger in
1.944. Part of Schrödinger's question wes enswered in 1.953 by Francis Crick and Jim
'Watson, whose theory of the structure of DNA revealed that the secret of life was that
there were just'molecules. i.e.There was no 'vital force', no mysterious non-physical spirit, but srmply the interactions of complex molecules governed by the laws of physics.The
half of century of molecular biology that has followed their discovery þerhaps one of the
most significant for humankind) has not changed this view Instead it has revealed more
and more of the extraordinary abilities of the molecules that make up the living world.
Molecules are formed by atoms that bond together because they are attracted to
each other by forces far stronger than the pull of gravity.The history of 20th century physics has largely been concerned

with the discovery of the forces that bind togecher our uni-

verse, such as nuclear forces, weakVan de'Waal's forces and gravitational forces. Mysterious

until our own lifetime, physicists'theories and experiments have now provided us with an
extraordinarily rich picture of the particles and forces that make up the fabric of our universe. Molecules are not exempt from laws of physics, even when they are as large and
complex as biological molecules such as DNA, which codes our genetic information and
generates the sequences necessary to build all our proteins. Proteins are particularþ beautiful molecules.They are built from linear strings of amino acids, which then fold into the
intricate three-dimensional shapes that are essential for their correct function.
Neural diseases such as Jacob-Creutzfeldt disease are thought to be primarily due to
incorrect folding of the prion proteins, which results in defective functioning. Proteins

-\
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it

are molecules'
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often can continue to
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the properry of graceful degradation,
function in the face of extensive damage.They show
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molecule could copy itself and also provide the code for making the proteins that determine what sort of organism - bacterium, flower, or human - is to be built.

After his revolutionary discoveries in molecular biology, Crick turned his attention
to the brain, and this led him to propose his'astonishing hypothesis', which he explained
in a book of the same name. His astonishing hypothesis is that our minds can be explained
by the interactions of nerve cells and the other cells and molecules associated with them.
Thus, the unique, conscious,'I'that each of us is, arises from complex physical structures,
like brains and muscles, skin and bone, that are made up of billions of molecules. Crick
called his hypothesis 'astonishing'because people are still so reluctant to accept that a
complex system like a brain can be explained by the properties of the parts and their interacrions.Yer the revolution in molecular biology that Crick helped bring about, happened
precisely because the replication and inheritance ofgenes could be understood and explained by the very structures and functions of biological molecules themselves. Crickt point
is that our bodies are not simply machines that are controlled, puppet-like, by some separate, non-physical,'mind', but that our minds arise from the very physical substance of our
bodies and brains, which, in turn, arise from the atoms and molecules that are the basis of
everything in the universe.

This seems a long and roundabout wây of considering the question,'what is consciousness? Surprisingly, what is emerging, however, is that the modern scientific quest for
the origins of consciousness has begun to connect many practitioners of meditation and
religion who seek a 'psychophysical unity', which is a shorthand way of saying that mind
and body are one. How the one merges or emerges from the other is the challenge that
faces scientists, philosophers and artists. Emily Dickinson found in her imagination one
possible solution:

just the weight of God
For - Heft them - Pound for Pound
And they will differ - if they do The Brain

is

As Syllable from Sound

-

-

For brain scientists, a rather more earthbound, but no less imaginative group of
people, Crick's astonishing hypothesis seems to be the best hypothesis in town and testing

it

is keeping them very busy.
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